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Does thermoregulatory behavior maximize
reproductive fitness of natural isolates of
Caenorhabditis elegans?
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Abstract

Background: A central premise of physiological ecology is that an animal’s preferred body temperature should
correspond closely with the temperature maximizing performance and Darwinian fitness. Testing this co-
adaptational hypothesis has been problematic for several reasons. First, reproductive fitness is the appropriate
measure, but is difficult to measure in most animals. Second, no single fitness measure applies to all demographic
situations, complicating interpretations. Here we test the co-adaptation hypothesis by studying an organism
(Caenorhabditis elegans) in which both fitness and thermal preference can be reliably measured.

Results: We find that natural isolates of C. elegans display a range of mean thermal preferences and also vary in
their thermal sensitivities for fitness. Hot-seeking isolates CB4854 and CB4857 prefer temperatures that favor
population growth rate (r), whereas the cold-seeking isolate CB4856 prefers temperatures that favor Lifetime
Reproductive Success (LRS).

Conclusions: Correlations between fitness and thermal preference in natural isolates of C. elegans are driven
primarily by isolate-specific differences in thermal preference. If these differences are the result of natural selection,
then this suggests that the appropriate measure of fitness for use in evolutionary ecology studies might differ even
within species, depending on the unique ecological and evolutionary history of each population.

Background
How organisms respond to environmental variation and
change, both in the short term via mechanisms such as
behavior modulation and in the long term via evolution-
ary changes in features such as the pattern of reproduc-
tive allocation, remains a central question in ecology
and evolutionary biology. Temperature variation in par-
ticular has profound effects on the physiology, ecology,
and fitness of ectotherms [1-5]. Extreme temperatures
are injurious and potentially lethal, but even tempera-
tures within lethal limits dramatically change perfor-
mance and ultimately Darwinian fitness [3,6,7]. Even so,
most ectotherms are not at the mercy of the thermal
environment but rely on behavioral adjustments ([8],
but see [9]) to regulate body temperatures at usually

narrow, species-specific levels. These behaviors are
thought to be adaptive in two complementary ways. (i)
They help animals avoid extreme temperatures that can
be damaging or lethal [10,11]. (ii) They increase the
time spent at physiologically optimal temperatures, thus
enhancing overall physiological performance and survi-
val in nature [10,12-17]. For these reasons, thermal pre-
ferences are widely assumed to maximize Darwinian
fitness [18].
More formally, a long-standing adaptive hypothesis pro-

poses that behavior and physiology co-evolve, such that
thermal preferences should be centered at or near tem-
peratures that maximize fitness (Figure 1A) [12,18-21].
These temperatures are often called “preferred body tem-
peratures” (Tp) and are estimated in the laboratory via
thermal gradients [22]. Previous approaches to testing this
classical coadaptation hypothesis reveal that preferred
body temperatures often correlate with optimal tempera-
tures for various performance traits, though generally not
1:1 [6]. In any case, these tests are not ideal because they
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use performance (e.g. traits such as sprint speed and diges-
tion [2,18,19,23,24]) as a proxy for fitness. The reason for
using fitness proxies is obvious: estimating fitness at multi-
ple temperatures is extremely difficult with most
ectotherms. Nevertheless, although performance influ-
ences fitness, it is not fitness [25-27]. Furthermore,
although interspecific comparisons are important, intras-
pecific level tests of this hypothesis are especially informa-
tive because such comparisons are less likely to be
confounded by other inter-species differences and poten-
tially more likely to be the result of adaptation to the local
environment (i.e. be tied to fitness differences between
populations). Thus, an advance in testing the co-adapta-
tional hypothesis would involve examining the relationship
between thermal preference and the temperatures maxi-
mizing Darwinian fitness in a species that shows intraspe-
cific variation in thermal preference and in which the
thermal dependence of fitness can be readily and reliably
estimated.
According to the co-adaptational hypothesis, popula-

tion mean fitness would be maximized if all individuals
in a population thermoregulate perfectly: if so, indivi-
duals will prefer and experience only the narrow range
of temperatures that results in the highest fitness (but
see [6]). However, organisms - either in laboratory ther-
mal gradients or in nature - at least temporarily occupy
a range of temperatures. From the coadaptation hypoth-
esis, it naturally follows that such imperfect thermoregu-
lation will impose a fitness cost or decrement.
Regardless of whether distribution of individuals on a
thermal gradient is due to underlying variation in pre-
ferred temperature or the transient occupation of

different temperatures within a range of preferred or
non-lethal temperatures, deviations from the optimal fit-
ness temperature should lower population mean fitness,
generating a “performance load” on the population
(sensu [28,29]). Thus a corollary to the thermal coadap-
tation hypothesis is that natural selection should act to
decrease the performance load of a population under
environmental conditions in which variation in perfor-
mance has its largest effect on overall fitness.
A complication in testing the relationship between ther-

mal preference and Darwinian fitness is that the appropriate
measure of fitness differs depending on the specific demo-
graphic context of the population involved. Fitness is com-
monly estimated either as reproductive output, Ro [or its
individual level equivalent Lifetime Reproductive Success
(LRS), the total number of offspring produced during a
female’s lifetime] or as the intrinsic rate of population
increase (r), which is influenced both by offspring number
and reproductive timing. Because r is strongly and inversely
related to generation time [30], which decreases with tem-
perature in ectotherms, temperatures that maximize r are
generally higher than those that maximize rate-insensitive
fitness metrics Ro and LRS (Figure 1B) [3]. Thus, thermal
preference behaviors can maximize Ro (or LRS) or r, but
not both simultaneously (Figure 1B). The question then
becomes which measure of fitness should correspond with
thermal preference? Evolutionary ecologists [31-35] have
suggested that the relevant fitness measure can be identified
using basic demographic information (e.g. knowing whether
the population is stable or expanding, or has discrete or
overlapping generations). However, these factors are fre-
quently unknown for natural populations, making a priori
identification of the appropriate fitness metric impossible.
Here we study thermal coadaptation in Caenorhabditis

elegans. These nematodes are very small (~1 mm as
adults) and are easily maintained in the laboratory [36].
Consequently, the distribution and Tp of large numbers
of individuals can be determined on controlled thermal
gradients. Moreover, fitness (e.g. [37-41]) - and specifi-
cally the thermal dependence of fitness [42-44] - can
also be repeatedly and reliably estimated in C. elegans.
Although the demographic status of these worms is
unknown, both LRS and r are readily estimable in this
system: thus we can examine the relationship between
thermal preference and both fitness metrics. Accord-
ingly, we determined the Tp and the thermal depen-
dence of both fitness measures for eight natural isolates
of C. elegans and then explored whether Tp corresponds
with temperatures that maximize fitness.

Methods
Thermal preference and fitness assays
Natural isolates of Caenorhabditis elegans (N = 8,
Table 1) were obtained from the Caenorhabditis
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Figure 1 Expected coevolution of thermal preference and
fitness. Under the coadaptation hypothesis, organisms are expected
to prefer a narrow range of temperatures (Tp) that corresponds to,
but is slightly lower than [6], body temperatures that maximize their
fitness (Tmax). A) If this hypothesis is valid, populations with relatively
high Tp will have relatively high Tmax, as depicted here. B) However,
the thermal sensitivity of Lifetime Reproductive Success (LRS) is
generally shifted to a lower temperature than that maximizing the
intrinsic rate of increase (r) (see [3]); thus, the Tp of a given
population can correspond with TLRS-max or Tr-max.
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Genetics Center (University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,
MN), inbred for 10 generations, and immediately frozen
to minimize further genetic changes. Stocks of these
inbred lines were allowed to recover from freezing for at
least two generations under standard maintenance con-
ditions, on Nematode Growth Medium-lite (NGM-lite,
US Biological, Texas, USA) seeded with Escherichia coli
strain OP50 at 20°C, prior to thermal preference and fit-
ness assays. We excluded the N2 strain from our analy-
sis because it shows signs of behavioral adaptation to
laboratory conditions [45-48], but we present fitness
results for N2 in Additional file 1: Fig. S1.
Thermal preference was assayed as previously

described [45]. Briefly, age-synchronized populations of
final larval stage worms (L4), reared at 20°C, were
applied to thermal gels [NGM-lite in plastic frames
(10.2 × 17.5 × 0.5 cm) seeded with E. coli strain OP50]
on stable linear thermal gradients (10.5°C - 29°C) at a
starting point corresponding to 24°C. The positions of
individual worms were scored after one hour. The tem-
perature chosen by each individual was then estimated
from its position on the thermal gradient using a linear
model that relates gradient position to temperature.
Results were analyzed using analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with isolate as the main effect and replicate
as a random nested effect. Standard errors were calcu-
lated from the model, with replicate as the unit of sam-
pling variation, using a least-square means approach.
Differences in thermal preferences among isolates were
evaluated using Tukey’s HSD, a = 0.05. All analyses
were performed in JMP 4.0 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC,
USA).
Fitness (LRS and r) was assayed at seven temperatures

(10°C, 12°C, 14°C, 15°C, 20°C, 23°C, and 25°C) in four
isolates (CB4854, CB4856, CB4857, PX174) with
extreme thermal preferences. Subpopulations of each
isolate were allowed to acclimate to the assay tempera-
ture for at least two generations prior to use in fitness
assays. Individual L4 hermaphrodites, reared from eggs
laid by 30 adults within a 3-h period, were transferred

to individual Petri dishes (35 × 15 mm) containing
NGM-lite seeded with OP50 and incubated at the assay
temperature. Reproductively active individuals were sub-
sequently transferred to new dishes at 24-hour intervals.
At the highest temperatures worms were transferred
more frequently to prevent offspring overcrowding. Off-
spring produced during each 24-h period were counted
at maturity. LRS was calculated as total lifetime fecund-
ity at each temperature and r was calculated from, ∑e-
rxlxmx = 1 where lx is age specific survivorship to day x,
and mx is the fecundity at day x [39]. Results were ana-
lyzed using a full factorial ANOVA with isolate and
temperature as main effects (data from 25°C were
excluded from this analysis because PX174 did not
reproduce at this temperature). The isolate-specific
effects of temperature on fitness were analyzed using
ANOVA with isolate as the main effect at each tempera-
ture. Differences among isolates were evaluated using
LSMeans Contrasts and Tukey’s HSD.

Correspondence between thermal preference and fitness
To determine the correspondence between preference
and the two fitness metrics, each isolate’s preference for
a given temperature, as indicated by the fraction of
worms positioned at that temperature (10°C, 12°C, 14°C,
15°C, 20°C, 23°C, and 25°C; ± 0.5) on the thermal gradi-
ent was correlated with the fitness estimate associated
with each of the seven assayed temperatures. If thermo-
regulation is effective, then the fraction of worms found
at a given temperature will correlate positively and
strongly with the fitness at that temperature. This
approach takes advantage of information from the shape
of each isolate’s thermal preference distribution and fit-
ness performance curve (i.e. the convolution of the dis-
tributions). Note that this is a within-isolate preference-
performance measure, as opposed to a between-isolate
measure, such as the correlation between Tp and Tmax

among isolates.

Consequences of thermal preference on average fitness
To determine the average expected fitness (wexp) of
worms in a thermal gradient for each isolate, we esti-
mated fitness at temperatures from 9°C - 29°C via linear
interpolation of measured values and integrated these
data over the isolate-specific thermal preference fre-
quency distribution. The integral was approximated by
summing the product of the temperature-specific fitness
measures and the proportion of total individuals display-
ing a preference to that temperature. To quantify the
deficit in fitness between the maximum fitness possible
(wmax, if individuals thermoregulate perfectly) and the
expected average fitness (based on the actual distribu-
tion of Tp), we calculated the Performance Load as PL =
(wmax - wexp)/wmax. PL measures the proportional

Table 1 Geographic origin of C.elegans natural isolates
used in this study

Strain Origin

AB3 Adelaide, Australia

CB4854 Altadena, CA, USA

CB4855 Palo Alto, CA, USA

CB4856 Hawaii, USA

CB4857 Claremont, CA, USA

JU258 Fibeiro Frio, Madeira

JU262 Le Blanc, France

PX174 __*

*Based on genomic information [54] PX174 appears to be a lab derived sub-
isolate of RC301, which is from Freiburg, Germany.
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reduction in fitness of the average individual in a isolate
given the thermal preference distribution of that isolate
relative to the maximum observed fitness. PL ranges
from 0 to 1 where 0 means that all individuals achieve
equal, thus maximum, fitness and 1 means that all but
one individual has zero fitness.

Results
Thermal preferences in C. elegans natural isolates
We find that Tp varies significantly among natural iso-
lates of C. elegans (F7,23.87 = 13.22, p < 0.0001), with Tp

ranging from 16.9 ± 0.3 to 20.7 ± 0.5°C (mean ± SEM)
(Figure 2). Variation among replicates within isolates is
also significant (F24,7452 = 6.52, p < 0.001). However, this
among-replicate variance accounts for only 2.4% of the
total variation, suggesting that the significant among-
replicate variation likely reflects the large number of
individuals sampled within each replicate (average of
233; 7484 total).
The relative frequency distributions of Tp for CB4854,

CB4856, CB4857, and PX174, the four isolates for which
temperature dependent fitness was also determined, are
illustrated in Figure 3 (gray bars). Each isolate has a
characteristic Tp distribution across the gradient, with

CB4856 tending toward cold temperatures, CB4854 and
CB4857 tending toward progressively hotter tempera-
tures, and PX174 dispersing nearly uniformly across
most of the gradient but still avoiding the extremes.

Temperature dependent fitness
The thermal sensitivities of LRS and r vary by isolate
(effect of isolate: LRS F3, 341 = 6.63, p = 0.0002; r F3, 341 =
27.23, p < 0.0001; isolate x temperature interaction: LRS
F15, 341 = 4.97, p < 0.0001; r F15, 341 = 18.36, p < 0.0001;
see also Additional file 2: Fig. S2 and Additional file 3: Fig.
S3) but nonetheless show some similarities among isolates.
Generally, r increases with temperature up to about 23°C
before declining steeply for all isolates (Figure 3). LRS
increases sharply from 10°C to 12°C, remains relatively
high between 12°C and 20°C (except in CB4857), but then
declines rapidly at higher temperatures (Figure 3). CB4857
is unique in that it produces fewer offspring at 14°C and
15°C than all other isolates (LSMeans Contrast: 14°C F1, 62
= 19.00, p < 0.001; 15°C F1, 45 = 13.53, p < 0.001). Overall,
C. elegans natural isolates are able to maximize LRS, but
not r, over a broad range of temperatures (Figure 3). In
other words, r is more thermally sensitive than is LRS.

Coadaptation
We find that isolates showing marked thermal prefer-
ence (CB4854, CB4856, CB4847; Figure 3) do prefer
temperatures that maximize fitness; however, the aspects
of fitness maximized differ depending on whether the
isolates have cool versus warm thermal preferences. In
CB4856, the isolate with the coolest Tp (Figure 2), few
worms are found at 25°C (Figure 4A, red circle), a rela-
tively warm temperature at which its reproductive out-
put is low. CB4856 worms more frequently prefer lower
temperatures that are associated with higher reproduc-
tive output (LRS). Consequently, the correlation between
thermal preference and LRS in CB4856 is much higher
(rc = 0.77, p = 0.04) than that between preference and r
(rc = -0.04, p = 0.93; Figure 4B). In contrast, in two iso-
lates with relatively warm Tp (Figure 2), CB4854 and
CB4857, thermal preference is correlated tightly with r
(rc = 0.92, p < 0.01 and rc = 0.97, p < 0.01 respectively)
but not LRS (rc = 0.13 and rc = 0.10, p > 0.01). In
PX174, LRS and r show nearly identical, lower correla-
tions with preference (LRS, rc = 0.65, p = 0.12; r, rc =
0.62, p = 0.14) likely due to the absence of marked ther-
mal preference behavior in this isolate (i.e. the thermal
preference distribution for this isolate is relatively flat).
Differential fitness effects also influence correlations
between fitness and preference (Figure 5).

Performance cost of imperfect thermoregulation
The failure of organisms to narrowly prefer and occupy
fitness-optimizing temperatures generates a potential
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Figure 2 Variation in mean thermal preference among a global
sample of C. elegans natural isolates. Mean thermal preferences
are based on an average of 4 replicates and 233 individuals per
replicate, 7484 total individuals. Values are least square means ±
SEM. Isolates not connected by the same horizontal line are
significantly different from one another (Tukey’s HSD, p ≤ 0.05).
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“performance load” on mean population fitness, which
we calculate here by summing the preference distribu-
tions over the thermal fitness curves (thus the load mea-
sures the average proportional reduction in fitness
relative to the optimum on a scale from 0 to 1). Overall,
performance loads are moderate to large (0.25 - 0.37 for
LRS and 0.28 - 0.50 for r; Table 2). For example, PX174
achieves only 50% of its potential maximal fitness (r)
because of sub-optimal thermoregulatory behavior.

Discussion
Many ectotherms use behavioral adjustments (e.g. in
habitat choice, posture, and timing of activity) to regu-
late body temperatures within preferred ranges
[8,12,49-52] thereby avoiding damaging and lethal tem-
peratures as well as maximizing time spent at or near
physiologically optimal temperatures. The classical co-
adaptational hypothesis [12,18,21] predicts that thermal
preferences should be centered at or near temperatures
that maximize fitness (but see [6]). Moreover, evolu-
tionary shifts in thermal preferences should drive

compensatory shifts in the thermal sensitivity of fitness
and vice versa [18,21]. In this study, we assayed ther-
mal preference and Darwinian fitness in natural iso-
lates of C. elegans to test this coadaptational
hypothesis.

Coadaptation
Does thermoregulatory behavior maximize fitness in the
isolates of C. elegans studied here? We find that pre-
ferred temperatures do correspond with temperatures
maximizing fitness, but that the relationship between
thermal preference and different aspects of fitness varies
among natural isolates of C. elegans (Figures 3, 4).
Intraspecific variation in thermal preference-fitness rela-
tionships is not predicted by the classical preference-fit-
ness coadaptation hypothesis. Whereas the coadaptation
hypothesis predicts that differences in Tp among popula-
tions should be accompanied by corresponding shifts in
Tmax (Figure 1A), in our data, fitness curves are not sys-
tematically shifted such that Tp consistently corresponds
with Tmax of either r or LRS. Rather, the isolate with the
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coolest Tp favors LRS, while the two isolates preferring a
warmer Tp (CB4854 and CB4857) favor r. Under these
circumstances it is not surprising that isolates with high
Tp maximize r rather than LRS and vice versa due to
the negative relationship between generation time and
temperature (Figure 1B) [3,7]. We find that correlations
between fitness and thermal preference are driven

primarily by isolate-specific differences in thermal pre-
ference, but the effects of temperature on fitness also
vary among isolates. This is most clearly seen in tem-
perature-dependent reproductive rates among isolates,
in which cold-seeking CB4856 strongly outperforms
hot-seeking CB4857 at cold temperatures and vice versa
(Figure 5). Some of the differentiation among isolates
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may be facilitated by the largely self-fertilizing mode of
reproduction in C. elegans, which tends to increase link-
age disequilibrium across the genome [53,54]. There are
obviously too few isolates here to definitely define new
temperature-fitness rules within this species, but these
data strongly suggest that preference-fitness relation-
ships are more complicated than predicted by the classi-
cal coadaptation hypothesis.
The optimization of different aspects of fitness under

different ecological and/or demographic conditions is
predicted by life history theory [32,33,35]. Specifically,
total offspring production, Ro or LRS, should be opti-
mized in stable populations where population size is
regulated by density-dependent factors, whereas the
intrinsic rate of increase, r, should be optimized in den-
sity-independent populations where natural selection
should favor early reproduction [32,33,35,55]. Therefore,
if the coadaptation hypothesis is indeed correct, differ-
ent components of fitness (e.g. total reproduction versus
rate of reproduction) might have been under selection

in different isolates of C. elegans. The specific structure
of these predictions is likely to benefit from more
detailed models of the relationship between metabolism
and population dynamics (e.g. [5]).
It is almost certainly true, however, that the evolution

of thermal preference-fitness relationships is also influ-
enced by interacting genetic, genomic, physiological,
ecological, and environmental factors. For example,
important life history traits and genetic correlations
between these traits (e.g. age at maturity, egg number,
and egg size, and the genetic control of phenotypic plas-
ticity) are temperature-dependent in C. elegans
[43,56-58]. Moreover, soil nematodes live in highly
dynamic thermal environments [59-61]; and nematode
community structure is both complex [59] and strongly
influenced by temperature [62-65]. Additionally, the
impact of temperature on performance may differ
depending on physiological context and resource avail-
ability [66]. In any case, the fact that Performance Loads
are fairly high in all C. elegans isolates (Table 2) sug-
gests that Tp is not strongly optimized in this species,
and possibly reflects the effects of complex ecological,
environmental, and genetic interactions on the evolution
of thermal preference-fitness relationships. Thus, while
we are able to robustly measure the effect of tempera-
ture of various components of fitness in the laboratory
environment, true fitness in nature awaits measurement
in the field.

Fitness
Although the effects of temperature on fitness vary
among isolates of C. elegans (Figures 3, S2, S3) (see also
[44,67]), this species can generally be described as a
“Jack of all temperatures“ [68] in terms of LRS. The iso-
lates studied here produce large numbers of offspring (≥
75% of maximal production) over up to 64% (CB4854)
of their reproductive temperature range (9°C to 26°C,
herein). Caenorhabditis briggsae, an androdioecious sis-
ter species to C. elegans, has similarly high offspring
production (≥ 75% of maximal production) over 63% of
its reproductive temperature range [69]. However, C.
briggsae reproduces at a warmer range of temperatures
than C. elegans (14°C to 30°C; [69]).
The thermal sensitivity of reproductive output in C.

briggsae appears to vary with latitude; isolates of tropical
origin produce more offspring at high temperatures
than do isolates from temperate regions [69]. This pat-
tern is not evident in C. elegans; the lowest latitude iso-
late we studied (CB4856) does not produce more
offspring at high temperatures than do other isolates.
There is some evidence, however, that thermal prefer-
ence varies with latitude in C. elegans (r2 = 0.60, p =
0.11); this suggestive result is entirely driven by CB4856.
To date, too few isolates of C. elegans and of C. briggsae
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natural isolates CB4856 and CB4857. A) The cold-seeking isolate
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Table 2 Average expected fitness for each isolate
calculated by integrating temperature-dependent fitness
measures over the observed thermal preference
distributions ("Obs.”) compared to the maximum fitness
expected is all individuals chose the single best
temperature ("Max.”)

LRS r

Isolate Obs. Max. PL Obs. Max. PL

CB4857 178 285 0.37 1.25 1.75 0.29

PX174 192 293 0.34 1.04 2.09 0.50

CB4856 211 287 0.26 0.95 1.52 0.38

CB4854 213 285 0.25 1.20 1.67 0.28

The relative difference between these yields the Performance Load (PL).
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from geographically diverse, well-characterized collec-
tions (i.e. known microclimate and elevation) have been
characterized for both thermal preference and tempera-
ture dependent fitness to define relationships among
thermal preference, fitness, and latitude, or other ecolo-
gically relevant clines.

Behavioral variation
Thermal preference behavior has been studied in C. ele-
gans for more than 30 years [70] and has led to
advances in the fields of genetics [71-76], neuroscience
[77-80], and the study of memory and learning
[74,78,81]. Even so, findings from many of these studies
are somewhat problematic because seemingly conflicting
results have been obtained by different laboratories,
apparently driven in part by sensitivity to environmental
conditions such as nutritional state and cultivation tem-
perature (e.g. [45,74,82]). Thermal gradient steepness
can also influence thermal preference behavior in some
isolates [83]. The standard laboratory strain N2 only dis-
plays typical thermal preference behaviors on gradients
< 1°C/cm, whereas natural isolates of C. elegans, such as
those assayed here, are less sensitive to gradient steep-
ness [83]. Here, we assayed thermal preference in eight
isolates of C. elegans, under identical experimental con-
ditions. Thus, our data clearly illustrate that thermal
preference behavior varies significantly among natural
isolates in C. elegans (see also [45,83]). Environment-
dependent and isolate-specific variation in thermal pre-
ference behavior might be informative from an evolu-
tionary perspective because a behavior with such
important effects on fitness might be fine tuned to be
sensitive to a number of possible environmental cues. In
fact, it would be surprising if we did not find variation
in this important behavior given the large potential fit-
ness effects of thermal preference behavior and the fact
that C. elegans populations are found around the world
in different climates. Using genetic differentiation
among natural isolates as means of probing this system
[84] should help to distinguish evolutionary signal from
noise [45,83]. However, our results show that interpreta-
tion of natural variation, and probably any variation in
this trait, must be performed in the context of the eco-
logical causes and consequences of that variation.

Conclusions
Most studies of the coadaptation of thermal preference
and fitness have examined only performance traits and
not Darwinian fitness per se. Here we show that thermal
preferences can indeed correspond with temperatures
maximizing Darwinian fitness in C. elegans, but not as
predicted by the coadaptation hypothesis. We find that
the relationship between thermal preference and fitness
varies among isolates such that isolates that prefer

relatively warm temperatures, CB4854 and CB4857,
maximize the timing of offspring production (r) and the
isolate that prefers a cooler temperature, CB4856, maxi-
mizes offspring number (LRS). Thus, we demonstrate
that preference-fitness relationships can be more com-
plex that predicted by current theory. Our results also
demonstrate that the choice of fitness measure can have
a large effect on the interpretation of the coadaptedness
of thermal preference and fitness: had we measured only
r, for instance, we would have concluded that thermal
preferences were not correlated with fitness. Finally,
despite the tight correlations between thermal prefer-
ence and specific measures of fitness, the isolates exam-
ined here still demonstrate substantial performance
loads caused by imprecision of individual preference
behavior. Coupling this individual variation with other
known external environmental drivers such as rearing
temperature (e.g. [70,83]) and potential unknown tem-
perature correlates such as predation risk and inter-spe-
cific competition suggests that co-adaptation of Tp and
thermal sensitivity of fitness is likely to depend on over-
all interactions involving ecology, environmental experi-
ence, behavior and fitness.

Additional material

Additional file 1: Fig. S1. Temperature-dependent fitness response in
the standard lab strain N2.

Additional file 2: Fig. S2. Temperature dependence of Lifetime
Reproductive Success (LRS) in four strains of C. elegans.

Additional file 3: Fig. S3. Temperature dependence of the intrinsic rate
of increase (r) in four strains of C. elegans.
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